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I have yet to hear of anyone “solving” a Winkfield in this way. But then, neither
can conventional art criticism “solve” or “explain” in any real way Winkfield’s
work and its fascinating effects, nor that of Jasper Johns or Hieronymus Bosch
for that matter, or others whose visual art has an intellectual or verbal basis.
Such works remain puzzling and beautiful and fascinating, in some part, of
course, because we can never fully explain them, never exhaust them, never
finish reading them. • W. C. Bamberger, Almost Certain
There was a quality about these paintings that hit you hard, something that
was just so, what was the word, come on, he knew the word . . . something
so domestic. Yes, that was it. These scenes were from a time before modern
problems, crime, riots, insolvencies. Before the infrastructure we know today.
And before squad cars or fire trucks or sanitation crews riding in trucks. Still,
Gus felt he knew scenes kind of like these, didn’t he, in their general sense if
not in their particulars. • Michael Washburn, Break-in on Woodward

Cheryl Rau
Portfolio: Abstract Collection

Hadass Shereshevsky
Portfolio: Children of Delight

Louis Ebarb
Portfolio: Street Dance: NYC

Galleries multiplied like tenth graders with calculators; by 1988 there were
over 250. Everyone with a trust fund seemed to open one, regardless of
whether they could tell a Rembrandt from a rutabaga. Jerry Joseph, who had
a frame shop in Soho, opened Jerry’s, a hip restaurant in what was formerly
a greasy spoon. It quickly became known as the place for “power” lunches.
Now it’s a Michael Kors outlet. • Ross Neher, My 40 Years in Soho

Odd angles showed up in film noirs, as if the photographer had had one too many. Shots were often taken from the ground
up so that the character and the ceiling appeared together. Shots were harsh and angular and contrasted the sharp light,
say from a sordid restaurant, onto a darkened street — scenes right out of Edward Hopper paintings. The lighting expressed
the psychology of the scene. World War II contributed much to the camera man’s art both in film quality and the camera’s
technical capabilities, and this showed. • Naomi Beth Wakan, Film Noir
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Current Exhibition

Chasing the Light (Finding the Shadow)

Art Gallery

S till P oint A rt G allery ’s current

Artists have a mantra . . . light, light, light,

the Shadow) — is viewable in our online

find the shadow when you’re chasing the

exhibition — Chasing the Light (Finding
gallery

and

will

remain

a

featured

exhibition through April 30, 2015. In

this issue we feature images from this
exhibition, but there are many more

to see online. Honored artists for this
exhibition are:

it’s all about the light. Just don’t forget to
light.

What would your good do if evil didn’t exist,
and what would the earth look like if all the
shadows disappeared?

~ Mikhail Bulgakov

R alph H assenpflug , Best in Show—Portfolio.

Hassenpflug is from Maine and his featured

portfolio

is

a

magnificent

presentation

of what comes from chasing light . . . and

finding shadow. One image is shown on page

5. View the others online.

C arol G ooberman , Best in Show—Single Image.
Gooberman is from New Jersey, and her

winning image is On the Lookout. (p. 6)

I rene H ill , Best Photograph

Hill is from Florida and her winning image is

Egg in Spoon. (p. 7)

D an P yle , Best Painting or Drawing.

Pyle is from California and his winning image

is Shadows. (p. 8)

C laire L ewis E vans , Best Three-Dimensional

Artwork.

Evans is from Georgia and her winning image

is Satellite. (p. 9)

Susan W. N. Ruach | Light Lost
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February 1 to April 30, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Ralph Hassenpflug

Paris s’éveille | photograph | ralphhassenpflug.com
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Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Carol Gooberman

On the Lookout | oil | cggfineart.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2015
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Award for BEST Photograph

Irene Hill

Egg in Spoon | photograph | irenehill.smugmug.com
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Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Dan Pyle

Shadows | charcoal | danpyleartist.com
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Award for BEST Mixed-Media Artwork

Claire Lewis Evans

Satellite | paper and reed | clairelewisevans.com
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Shoshanna Ahart | The Barn | chalk pastel | ah-art.com
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Penny Markley | Late Winter Evening | oil | markleystudios.com
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David Quinn | Nearly Done | photograph | dquinnphotography.com
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Dana Klein | Soul Searching | photograph | photographybydana.com
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Gail HIgginbotham | Spring Walk | oil pastel | gailhigginbotham.com
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Linda Pearlman Karlsberg | Amidst Lotus V | oil on panel | lindapearlmankarlsberg.com
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Judith Monteferrante | Sunrise on the Water | photograph | judithmphotography.com
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Susan W. N. Ruach | Organ Pipes 8 | photograph
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Eric Law | Eucalyptus | photograph | ericlawphotography.com
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Patrick J. Cicalo | The Offering | photograph | patrickcicalo.com
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Karen Shulman | Double Windows | photograph | kshulman.com
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Kathryn Oliver | Self Reflection | photograph | kathrynoliver.com
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Nina Clayton | Shadow Path | acrylic | ninaclayton.blogspot.com
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Carrie Jacobson | I Do | oil | jacobson-arts.com
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Ann Calandro | An Even Keel | photograph | anncalandro.webs.com
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John Brooks | Vault | photograph | johnbrooksphotography.co.uk
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Robin Brooks | Winter Pine | mixed media collage | robinbrooksart.com
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Hadass Shereshevsky | Creation of Love | photograph
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Marie Dancy-Brennan | Mountains | watercolor | zhibit.org/mdbrennan
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Martha Wade | She Stood Up | oil on canvas | marthawade.com
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Jay Spilker | Light in the Darkness | photograph | theimagesbyjay.com
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Anda Marcu | Daylight | photograph
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Rose Palmieri | Pier Image Blur | photograph
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Jeffrey Stoner | Silhoutte | photograph | jeffreystonerphotography.com
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John M. Yetter | Kat 2 | photograph | jmyetterimages.com
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Upcoming Exhibition
stillpointartgallery.com

Felice Boucher, Cross Points.
Awarded Best Image in Still Point VI.

Gallery Artists

stillpointartgallery.com

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists. Our current Gallery
Artists are listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing
individuals.

Claire Anderson, photographer, Florida  Leslie Anderson, painter, Maine  Bob
Avakian, photographer, Massachusetts  Bobby Baker, photographer, New Hampshire 
Sabine Blodorn, painter, Gold Coast, Australia  Felice Boucher, photographer, Maine
 John Brooks, photographer, Great Britain  Dave Clough, photographer, Maine  Dara
Daniel, painter, California  Matthew Derezinski, mixed media artist, Missouri  Roberta
Dixon, painter, New York  Patrice Drago, painter, Maryland  Louis Ebarb, painter,
New York  Gary Engle, photographer, Ohio  Claire Lewis Evans, three-dimensional
artist, Georgia  Carol Gooberman, painter, New Jersey  Ralph Hassenpflug,
photographer, Maine  Gail Higginbotham, painter, Maryland  Irene Hill, photographer,
Florida  Ellen Kalin, mixed media artist, Maryland  Sheri Marcus, painter, California
 Deb McCarroll, painter, Washington  Jamie McHugh, photographer, Washington
 G. W. Palmer, digital artist, Arizona  Dan Pyle, draughtsman, California  Patricia
Raible, painter, North Carolina  Cheryl Rau, photographer, Maine  Judy Reinford,
photographer, Pennsylvania  Lidia Kenig Scher, mixed media artist, Massachusetts  Ashley
Shellhause, painter, Ohio  Hadass Shereshevsky, photographer, Israel  Jeffrey Stoner,
photographer, Tennessee  Marco Susla, photographer, New Jersey  Carolyn WarmSun,
painter, California
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A lmost C ertain
W. C. Bamberger

I have yet to hear of anyone “solving” a Winkfield in this way. But then, neither can conventional art criticism “solve”
or “explain” in any real way Winkfield’s work and its fascinating effects, nor that of Jasper Johns or Hieronymus
Bosch for that matter, or others whose visual art has an intellectual or verbal basis. Such works remain puzzling and
beautiful and fascinating, in some part, of course, because we can never fully explain them, never exhaust them,
never finish reading them.

G

eography overlooks me. Geography is a

in cap and gown, and four flustered giraffes,

painting from 1978, an acrylic on paper

each nursing on a pink baby bottle.” What

by Trevor Winkfield that hangs over my desk.

Ashbery didn’t have room to mention is how

The painting, like all of Winkfield’s works, visual

symmetrical is the arrangement of the visual

or literary, almost certainly includes allusions

elements. The painting is a square, with easily a

to other art as well as to the quirky side of

quarter of the paper left blank. In the middle is

language — puns, homonyms, rhyme. This is as

a yellow-bordered square with its sides parallel

definite as any fan’s conclusions about Winkfield’s

to those of the paper. At the center is a young

art can ever be: almost certain.

boy working on a blackboard under the watchful

John Ashbery, writing in New York Magazine

eye of a teacher. These figures occupy a nearly-

in 1980, offered the barest of descriptions of

square rectangle with rounded corners, a shape

the painting when it hung in an exhibition at

like the lid of an old-fashioned tea box or biscuit

the Blue Mountain Gallery: “Geography . . .

tin. This shape is tilted at a forty-five degree

involves a student at a blackboard, a professor

angle to the sides of the square. As is fitting for
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a painting titled Geography, the shape suggests

baby bottle near their mouths. (They are not,

that of a compass rose, one without fleur-de-lis,

as Ashbery wrote, nursing.) The giraffe necks

but with giraffes at all four points.

divide the field outside the middle square into

The figures themselves are more subtly

four unequal triangles, scattered within which

is

are pieces of what appears to be a torn-up paper

counterbalanced by the teacher’s desk; a spill

figure, roughly clothespin-shaped. From below

of ink down its front by the smeared white of

the ends of the box-top, seven slats obtrude,

erasures on the board; the teacher’s tasseled

looking like a section of a fence, or a raft, or a

mortarboard echoed by a carefully painted but

popsicle-stick construction. Three of the four

unrecognizable pyramidal green shape on the

rough triangles include curved “X” shapes, and

boy’s head, a shape bristling with what appear

there’s a bit of spilled ink here, a dribble there.

to be sticks or baguettes (the outlines the boy

It’s impossible to know what is important here,

is drawing look much the same); the teacher’s

or more accurately, if there is anything at all we

rather limp pointer is echoed by the boy’s stubby

can confidently dismiss as unimportant.

symmetrical:

the

boy’s

blackboard

bit of chalk as well as another stick inserted into

Ashbery, a long-time Winkfield fan, has

the scene by something outside, a rigid stick that

pointed out that “Winkfield’s painting is, among

appears to go in through one of the boy’s shorts

other things, ‘literary’ . . . The writing of Raymond

pockets and out the other. The figures end at the

Roussel is especially pertinent.” Winkfield is a

border of the rounded square, but a black shape

writer, an editor, and an accomplished translator,

suggests the boy is standing in an old-fashioned

both from the French into English and from the

ink pot. From two of the square’s sides, like the

verbal into the visual. He translated How I Wrote

legs of a turtle, the curved necks of four giraffes

Certain of My Books, by French cult author

stretch far out, pushing through the yellow

Raymond Roussel (1988 - 1933), in which he

border of the picture field, as in a negative of old

explained his pun-driven technique for creating

illustrations of philosophers poking their heads

some of his works. An example Ashbery uses

through the bowl of the sky to see the cosmic

in his piece is where Roussel took the phrase

clockwork just behind. These giraffes, however,

“demoiselle à prétendant” (maiden with a suitor)

find themselves in a bare white nothingness.

and used an unusual meaning for the first word,

Each giraffe head is identically surrounded

“pile driver,” and broke the third word into

by three objects designed for various kinds of

three, “reître en dents,” meaning “a German

dining: a spoon or ladle covering their eyes, a

cavalry solider made of teeth.” From this,

small pitcher on the back of their necks, and a

Roussel created a scene in his novel Locus Solus
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Almost Certain

involving an airborne pile driver constructing a

time experience of working along the literary/

mosaic image of a German cavalryman made

visual border has been internalized, and he now

entirely of teeth. A technique perhaps easier to

works more instinctively — or so he told me in

grasp is that in which Roussel takes two nearly

conversation in New York City in 2007. Changes

identical phrases, such as those he constructed

and evolution are visible in Winkfield’s work over

from the nearly identical words billard (billiard

the years. In paintings from the 1970s and 1980s,

table) and pillard (plunderer), given here in

bricolage figures as bright as childrens’ book

translation: “The white letters on the cushions of

illustrations were common, and all the visuals

the old billard table / The white man’s letters on

seemed to be placed in a field no more than a few

the hordes of the old plunderer.”

inches deep; this is the period in which Geography

“Letters” in the first phrase refers to the

was painted. In the 1990s, figures began to

alphabet, and in the second to missives. Once

disarticulate, and there were some moves

these phrases had been found, Roussel wrote, “it

toward a suggestion of three-dimensionality.

was a case of writing a story which could begin

Just after the turn of the century, figures all but

with the first and end with the latter.” Simple?

disappeared and, in a series of works inspired

Winkfield adapted some aspects of this

by gardens, the paintings became flatter again

technique to the rebus-like organization of his

and more symmetrical, the colors moving away

paintings. He has spoken about his working

from suggesting old chromolithographs to more

methods, his influences, and even that he studied

industrial-enamel hues. Some of his most recent

waiting room colors to find shades that make

paintings — shown in 2012 at Tibor de Nagy in New

the viewer feel slightly queasy. One constant

York City — are fields of discrete items displayed

has been that the paintings start with a single

against a pearly white background, like engravings

image and proceed from one image to the next

of exotic fauna in the first science books.

by association, being complete when an image

While such changes can easily be seen by

can by association link back to that which began

anyone, it is impossible to tell simply by looking

the circle. That is, Winkfield begins and ends

which works were organized by way of strict

his journeys of invention by returning to where

Rousselian means and which by experience and

he began. Yet we can (almost certainly) be sure

instinct. But Winkfield’s statements over the years

there is more.

suggest that when Geography was painted he

More recently — characteristically, he won’t say

was still using linguistic association as his catalyst.

just how recently — Winkfield has grown into a less

Geography in its gestational stage had begun

rigorously-Rousselian approach, where his long-

exercising its power over me years earlier. In the
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early 1990s, I was working on a bibliographical

(my ex-wife and I handed Winkfield the cash

profile of Kenward Elmslie. In the course of my

for one print each on the sidewalk below an

research, poring through dozens and dozens

uptown bookstore as crowds hurtled by); a print

of

magazines,

of smoke rings from the deluxe edition of Trevor

pamphlets, and books, I had seen a number of

Winkfield’s Pageant, the first monograph on his

Winkfield’s works — nearly all in black and white —

work. My walls gradually began to glow with color

and they fascinated me. I had in fact been in

and mystery. Still, a working man’s wages being

contact with Winkfield in his capacity as one of

what they are, I didn’t own an actual painting.

mimeographed

and

stapled

the editors/publishers of Topia Press, a short-

Then, early in 2007, I was doing a search

lived small press based in Bradford, England, that

for available Winkfield works, which I did

produced stunningly beautiful books.

often enough that I virtually had the galleries

When I travelled to New York City to talk with

memorized, when a listing for Geography came

Elmslie and examine some of his rarer publications,

up on my screen. The website was that of an

he invited me to stay in his Greenwich Village

arts foundation in New York City. A number of

townhouse. I “checked in” in the early afternoon

artists had donated works for the foundation to

and was shown to my room, third floor front. On

sell, the proceeds from which were to go into

the walls of the rooms and stairwells were collages

grants. Speaking with the very bubbly girl who

by Joe Brainard and Larry Rivers, a poster signed

handled sales for the foundation, I asked why

by Marcel Duchamp, and — for me the rarest

I hadn’t ever come across this painting on any

gems — two Winkfields. The first I saw, hanging

of my previous searches. “Oh, we just put up

on the east wall near the south window in the

the website about three weeks ago. This has

room I occupied, was Geography. But this wasn’t

hung here in the hall for, I think, more than

the painting; it and two others hanging elsewhere

twenty years and nobody knew about it, I

in the townhouse were collages, preliminary

guess.” I knew the street, if not the building,

studies as I later found out. Geography stayed

and realized I had passed it several times on

with me, and on a subsequent visit, I brought a

my trips to New York. The price was so low that

camera and photographed the collages, resulting

I was (slightly, not prohibitively) embarrassed

in washed-out tiny photos that I taped up on the

to purchase it for the posted amount. Two

wall over my desk.

weeks later I signed back onto the website,

Over the years I doggedly pursued what

having convinced myself I should buy the other

Winkfields might be had on a working man’s

painting listed there; but someone had wised

wages: a print of a bee; a print of an astronomer

up — the price had doubled. I paced the floor
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Almost Certain

until Geography arrived (with a chipped corner),

world anything of his working technique in the

immediately hung it over my computer desk,

first place. And where some French speakers

and it has remained there, never further away

have been able to back engineer their way to

than in my peripheral vision, ever since.

Roussel’s source phrases, I have yet to hear of

It hasn’t escaped me that, as the collage study

anyone “solving” a Winkfield in this way.

for Geography was the first Winkfield I saw in

But then, neither can conventional art criticism

person, coming to own the painting meant that

“solve” or “explain” in any real way Winkfield’s

I, like Roussel’s stories and like the painting itself,

work and its fascinating effects, nor that of Jasper

had travelled a distance through Winkfield’s art

Johns or Hieronymus Bosch for that matter, or

and come back to where I had begun. I ascribed

others whose visual art has an intellectual or

my feelings of contentment to this parallel, rather

verbal basis. Such works remain puzzling and

than just to my acquisitive nature. Owning a

beautiful and fascinating, in some part, of course,

Winkfield and trying to read it, can make one

because we can never fully explain them, never

read one’s own life in unexpected ways as well.

exhaust them, never finish reading them.

In “The Mental Traveler,” William Blake wrote,

Geography has proven to be one of Winkfield’s

“The eye altering alters all.” Knowing what I do of

most memorable works — for me, at any rate,

Winkfield’s work, and as visually fascinating and

although not for everyone. When the arts

beautiful as the painting is, I cannot just “look

foundation notified Winkfield that the paintings

at” Geography. I unavoidably begin trying to

had been purchased, he asked if I would send

“read” it as words, or even as loosely-associated

him a photo of it. In reply I received a postcard

strings of sound. For example, I might tell myself

(dated 9 May 2007) that began, “Thank you for

that “géographie” and “giraffe,” the French

the photo of my piece you bought. Quite strange!

for “geography” and “giraffe,” are visually and

And I have no recollection of having painted it!”

phonically close enough that they might have

But then, he — I’m almost certain — already knew

inspired a vowel-shift pun along the lines of

how to read it. ●

“geography is obviously the science of studying
giraffes.” But I’ll never know and always come
away from such efforts feeling sheepish and
stymied and ready to start my “reading” again
immediately. As a fan who can, at least, read
a certain sense of humor in the paintings, I am
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Louis Ebarb
Painter

L ouis Ebarb was born and raised in Brooklyn, New York. A
member of the Choctaw-Apache Tribe of Ebarb, Louisiana, he
draws on his complex mix of cultures to create his images.
Working as an abstract expressionist in the 1960s, he
studied painting at Pratt Institute where his style reflected
the emerging minimalist movement. In 1988, Ebarb
incorporated his training in abstract art with the concepts
of the American realists of the early twentieth century and
began to paint the people and places he encountered. He
uses video, photography, and computers to establish his
vision.
Beyond painting, Ebarb has worked in many creative
endeavors: theater craftsman, animator, illustrator, graphic
designer, production designer, art instructor, video producer,
and video director.
Ebarb’s work has been shown at the Surmrit Gallery, Jersey
City, New Jersey; Fraga Gallery, New Orleans, Louisiana;
Belanthi Gallery, Brooklyn, New York; Temple Gallery, Vails
Gate, New York; The Brooklyn Waterfront Artist Coalition’s
Pier Shows I, II and III; the State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center; Saint Francis College, Brooklyn,
New York; The New York Mercantile Exchange; and New York
Law School; as well as many nontraditional exhibition venues.
Through his painting, Ebarb continues to chronicle his time
and the people who define it.
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Street Dance: NYC

X#1, 1994. 30 x 20 inches
(76.2 x 50.8 cm). Oil on canvas.

I adapt the philosophies and techniques of my predecessors.
I create images that are personal to me and therefore unique.
I present the viewer the world through my eyes and experience.
I use the parameters of contemporary realism and western composition to anchor my style and structure.
I am inspired by the work of Edward Hopper and the Ashcan School.
I paint the commonplace and the often overlooked.
I paint my version of the sacred.
I learned to paint realistically through Abstraction.
I learned to paint abstractly though Realism.
I am a cave painter preparing my hunt.
I create better worlds on all my canvasses.
I make this world more beautiful.
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Egg Nog, 2004. 48 x 36 inches (121.9 x 91.4 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Street Dance: NYC

Still Life with Pans, 2004. 30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Louis Ebarb

Mystic Blue October, 2013. 30 x 40 inches
(76.2 x 101.6 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Sacré Bleu Boat Pond, 2013. 30 x 40 inches
(76.2 x 101.6 cm). Oil on canvas.

Street Dance: NYC

East River Light House, 2013. 24 x 30 inches (60.9 x 76.2 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Heavenly Rest Stop, 2013. 30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Street Dance: NYC

Sacré Bleu Park Bridge, 2013. 30 x 24 inches (76.2 x 60.9 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Bedford Avenue Church, 2010. 18 x 24 inches
(45.7 x 60.9 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Cable Crew, 1993. 18 x 24 inches
(45.7 x 60.9 cm). Oil on canvas.

Street Dance: NYC

Fifth Avenue, 1998. 36 x 48 inches (91.4 x 121.9 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Monet’s Haystacks
In sunlight, fog and snow,
they take on hues
of scarlet, azure, among
their squat shadows.
Later, hauled to nearby towns —
June’s labor stretching until
the new year when snow will fall.
Monet would wake before 4 a.m.
to push a wheelbarrow
of canvases and start anew
or finish whatever the light
came closest to, already begun.
He would find the needle
to weave what he desired.
The view of countryside
where the eye can rest
on winter’s sustenance.
The cow, the horse, the mule
that pulls the plow
for scattered seed
and green’s first struggle
from the earth.

~Gail Peck
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Claude Monet, Haystacks, Midday, 1890.
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My 40 Years
in S oho
Ross Neher
The South Houston Industrial District was called an
industrial slum; nothing could staunch the exodus of
light manufacturing for which it was zoned. By the 1960s,
it was scheduled to be razed and a ten-lane expressway
was planned to run through the middle of it. With their
rusting cast-iron facades, few cared for the fate of the
buildings, some of which dated to the pre-Civil War era.
Building maintenance was nonexistent. Why keep up a
building if it’s about to be torn down? Besides, no bank
would lend money to a landlord for repairs. Real estate
values were at rock bottom, and there were no rent rolls
for many buildings. Such a pity, all that space . . .
All that space! At first, in the ‘50s, it was a trickle of
artists, and by the late ‘60s, a small river of them had
moved to the neighborhood with the new name, Soho.
Landlords, happy to take renters’ money until the day of
reckoning, were bemused. Who are these people, these
artists? Why would anyone want to live in a warehouse?

S

aturday, September 25, 1971, was humid.

the well-to-do and of the existence of the nether

Throngs gathered at the entrance of 420 West

regions of Long Island, I thought these folks had

Broadway. The art dealer John Weber estimated

taken their vacations somewhere in England.

that twelve thousand art lovers had shown up.

My attendance at the opening of 420 was pure

The small elevator, which became notorious for

happenstance. I moved to New York City in the

breaking down with testy art patrons inside, could

summer of ‘71 after getting a degree in fine arts

not accommodate the crowds. Visitors reluctantly

from Washington University in St. Louis. There was

took the stairs, which quickly became the scene

talk among students about an art district in New

of a massive crush of flesh. Walking up was like an

York known as Soho, but I didn’t pay much attention

evacuation in reverse. I had close-up views of tanned

to it at the time. I just knew I had to live in New York

legs and Gucci loafers. Snippets of conversations

and that meant somewhere in Manhattan. I rented

indicated that many had just gotten back from the

a rat hole on East 14th Street where I became adept

Hamptons. Unaware of the migration patterns of

at stepping over junkies taking residence on the
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stairs. Having no employable skills, I was resigned

The inauguration was not just for Emmerich but for

to a future of working forty-hour weeks at menial

several galleries in a newly renovated loft building

jobs. I painted nights and Sundays, and I reserved

at 420 West Broadway. Emmerich’s space was on

Saturdays for going to museums and galleries.

the top floor. Other galleries, literally in descending

The André Emmerich Gallery on East 57th Street

order, were John Weber, Sonnabend, and Leo

was first on my list to visit. It specialized in exhibiting

Castelli. Representing such titans of contemporary

color field painting, a school noted for large scale

art as Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, Roy

abstractions. The movement was promoted by

Lichtenstein, and Andy Warhol, Leo Castelli was

that tireless advocate of Jackson Pollock, the

pope, tsar, emperor, and king rolled into one.

influential art critic Clement Greenberg. At the risk

His reach was international. As a result of his

of sounding absurd, I will simply say that color field

consummate political maneuvering, Rauschenberg

painters shouldered western civilization, kept it alive,

took top prize at the 1964 Venice Biennale, a first for

and carried it forward. As we used to say back then,

an American. By launching a flagship Soho gallery,

this was heavy shit. In painting, Jackson Pollock had

Castelli was giving his imprimatur to the downtown

done his bit, and now, according to Greenberg, a

community. Soho was to be the art world’s Mecca.

few color field painters were entrusted with that

Of what I saw that day I remember only the show

Olympian responsibility of freeing color from an

at the Sonnabend Gallery, and one would have to

objective context and becoming the subject in itself.

suffer from severe dementia to forget it. Standing

I went to Emmerich’s on the first Saturday of

on a big table, their faces and hands covered in

September 1971. I don’t remember the exhibition.

metallic powder and wearing three button suits two

However, I was surprised to find a college classmate

sizes too small, the British conceptual art duo Gilbert

of mine, Ann Fertig, at the reception desk. I said hello

and George made jerky, robotic movements while

and Ann said hello. She handed me an invitation for

lip-syncing “Underneath the Arches,” a popular

the inauguration of Emmerich’s Soho branch to be

Depression-era ditty. They did this for hours.

held later on in the month. (Ann, who took the last

Afterwards, I walked back to my hovel, impressed

name Freedman after she married a wealthy real-

and depressed. Monday morning would bring

estate tycoon, became president of Knoedler Gallery,

another work week for which I’d earn $2.80 an hour

the oldest gallery in America. After several decades

reconciling Con Edison bills.

of aggressive leadership, she became embroiled in
a scandal involving the sale of forged Pollocks and

Soho was a contradiction. On the one hand it

Motherwells. The gallery closed shortly after her

shouldn’t have existed at all; on the other it was

abrupt, and some say suspicious, departure in 2009.)

foreordained. Previously known as the South
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companies had employed mostly Puerto Rican
and African-American unskilled workers, it was
politically savvy, in an era of civil rights activism, to
at least give an impression of protecting jobs that
remained. Politicians sided with the workers, and
plans to raze the area were abandoned.
Another milestone in the history of Soho occurred
in connection with a project for a ten-lane expressway.
First proposed in a regional plan in 1929, it was
approved by the City Planning Commission in 1941.
It would have connected the Holland Tunnel to the
Williamsburg and Manhattan Bridges via Broome
Street. Called the Lower Manhattan Expressway
or LoMex, it would have devoured territory from
Spring Street to Canal, not to mention the two Italian
neighborhoods, part of Chinatown, and a large
swath of the Lower East Side. In 1966, newly elected
mayor John Lindsey, who had opposed the project
as a candidate, was under intense pressure to give it
a green light. Unions threatened to strike if Lindsay
Houston Industrial District, Soho was squeezed

didn’t cave. The New York Times and a coalition of

between two Italian enclaves. In the early ‘60s, the

over two hundred businesses urged construction.

district’s cast-iron buildings were fated to meet

Lindsay procrastinated. By the late ‘60s, Soho, as it

the wrecking ball to make way for low- and middle-

had come to be called by residents, city agencies,

income housing as part of a large urban renewal

and the media, was a community of about two

plan. Luckily, that vaporizer of neighborhoods,

thousand souls who were rapidly amassing political

Robert Moses, resigned his position on the

clout. In 1969, as his term was about to expire while

Mayor’s Committee for Slum Clearance in 1960,

facing a tough re-election bid, Lindsay killed the

and proponents of demolition lost a powerful

project for good.

voice. Other groups took up the cause, citing

Though Soho was spared from total destruction,

dilapidation and the flight of light manufacturing

it did undergo severe mutilation. The heinous

from South Houston. However, because the

destruction in 1963 of McKim, Mead and White’s
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masterpiece, Pennsylvania Station, outraged New

the north, Canal Street on the south, West Broadway

Yorkers. A preservationist movement, sensitive

on the west, and Crosby Street on the east, Soho,

to maintaining the city’s architectural treasures,

comprising twenty-six blocks, was an ideal village

quickly emerged and culminated in the creation

within the city. Unlike the gallery area in West Chelsea,

of the city’s Landmarks Preservation Commission

which is difficult to get to, subway stations of every

in April, 1965. Although I. D. Roberts, president of

major line were located within or near Soho’s official

the City Club, a civic organization concerned with

boundaries. An infectious synergy blossomed

housing and business redevelopment, had called

among the neighborhoods, artists, and galleries.

it an industrial slum, seen through discerning eyes,

And for the final touch, original cobblestone streets

Soho’s cast-iron buildings were as beautiful as any

provided just the right amount of old world charm.

in the classical canon. Curiously, it was beauty on
the cheap. Cast-iron was a low cost alternative to

For a year and a half after the 420 opening, my life in

stone. Iron columns allowed for higher ceilings and

New York matched the gray of a contemporaneous

larger windows, but it was the cast-iron facades

Brice Marden painting. I had no social life or money.

that were most prized. Ordered through catalogs,

This was my Van Gogh (as in wretched) period, and

the ornate facades were prefabricated. They were

although I had a brother, he was not about to assume

bolted to the buildings and painted in neutral

the role of Theo, the money dispensing machine. I

hues to look like stone. Many styles were available¸

searched the want ads. A company in Long Island

though “Italianate” was the most preferred.

City that made industrial prototypes advertised for a

Soho’s cast-iron buildings, most of which were
constructed between 1860 and 1880, comprised

color matcher and spray painter. The pay offered was
just enough to lift me out of Potato Eaters poverty.

the largest grouping of such buildings in the world,

I got the job, but my heart sank each morning

approximately 250. That fact did not escape notice

when I made the short walk from the subway station

by the preservationists. Hence, when it came to

to the workplace. The company was in a stretch of

landmarking, a decision was made to include the

single story factory buildings that could have been in

whole neighborhood, rather than to cite individual

Anywhere, U. S. A. This was not New York City grim;

examples. Perhaps that decision was simply expedient.

this was Kansas City (or Detroit, or Newark) grim.

If so, it was fortuitous because it thwarted meddling

This was the landscape of the blue collar worker. And

developers. As a result, a thriving community was

each morning when I punched the time clock at 7

housed in what is essentially an architectural museum.

a.m.,

I was reminded that I was one of them.

The very compactness of the neighborhood

The company’s major client was Avon. Avon

added to its allure. Bounded by Houston Street on

commissioned prototypes of novelty bottles: a
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blond three years my senior. She had straight hair
that reached down to her lumbar vertebrae. She
bore a more than passing resemblance to Liv Ullman.
Cupid must have gotten his eyes examined, because
his arrow, after so many misses, finally hit its mark.
Our romance evolved quickly; cohabitation was
a settled issue, and the only question was where.
Lara (not her real name) lived on York Avenue on the
Upper East Side with an inconvenience called her
husband. Since she was the one having the affair,
she was the one who had to move out. She found
an apartment share in the East 80s. Because her
situation was temporary and my 14th Street flat was
a dump, we considered alternative locations. As I
saw it, given the still sensible rates for the amount
of space offered, Soho was the only viable option.
Lara had never heard of Soho. Around the
corner from where we worked was a small Italian
Ross Neher and Lara, 1974

restaurant where we ate lunch and consumed many

Volkswagon mini-van, a head of Teddy Roosevelt,

bottles of Lancers. With “Summer Breeze” playing

and a giant strawberry are some I recall. The

interminably on the juke box, I enthused about

company employed several sculptors whose

Soho, and after a couple of visits to the area, it

function was to sculpt a clay model of the prototype.

didn’t take much convincing for Lara to want to live

The clay model was then sent to the mold maker

there. In fact, she was ecstatic about it.

who made an epoxy cast. My job was to spray paint

Lara and I took part in that great New York ritual of

the cast with noxious auto lacquer. I was responsible

obtaining a copy of the Village Voice on Wednesday

for mixing the color, and the finished prototype

mornings before, as my mother used to say, the

had to match exactly a color sample provided by

crows pee. The Voice’s real estate ads were the

Avon. I learned more about color from that job than

Craig’s List of the day. A minute or two late to the

from any dedicated art course. I was also sick a lot

newsstand could mean forfeiture of a coveted sixth-

because of my exposure to lacquer fumes.

floor walkup on Avenue C. We lucked out and found

One of the sculptors was a beautiful blue-eyed
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a 2500-square-foot sublet on Broadway between
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Prince and Spring Street. The rent was within our

Mittlemark brothers — the owner of the trimming

budget. The holder of the lease was an aspiring

company and his younger brother who, mired in

actress named Converse Sheets. With a minimum of

a psychic stranglehold and unable to break filial

household goods, we moved in in August 1973.

bonds, worked for his detested sibling. So stark

Our loft was on the fifth floor of a six-floor building.

was the pathology that the question of why the

One might think the noise from Broadway traffic

younger brother didn’t simply walk away stood no

would have been a deal breaker, but it was surprisingly

chance of being raised. I came from a family where

tolerable even with the windows open. At night

very loud shouting was common, but I had no idea

there was hardly any noise at all. But if the Broadway

human lungs and vocal chords were capable of the

corridor spoke politely, save for the uncouth whoops

wrenching levels of noise I heard from the brothers

of ambulances and fire trucks, other sounds intruded.

on almost a daily basis. When the younger brother

On the sixth floor, Hasidim engaged in “rag-

finally succumbed to a fatal heart attack, I believed

baling,” which was some kind of textile recycling.

it was the work of benign providence.

We would hear rag-laden corrugated boxes being

What was heard by the second-floor tenant

dragged along splintery floors as if the boxes were

should have been the reverse of what we

proxies for the chains of Christmas past.

heard on the fifth floor. The pounding feet of a

The fourth floor was vacant and (praise Jesus!)

mechanical dinosaur on one’s ceiling ought to

provided a baffle for the racket on the third. If Rube

have overwhelmed even the brothers’ primordial

Goldberg had conceived this machine, it would

screams. That supposition was rendered moot by

have been his Sistine Chapel, his Taj Mahal, his Ring

the tenant, A.K.A., The Artist Who Couldn’t Fail,

cycle. Stretching the two-hundred-foot length of

who played acid rock at stadium-concert levels.

the building was a contraption consisting of gears,

You may detect a note of contempt here. Actually,

pulleys, levers, belts, chains, and God knows what

the feeling was jealously. And not just a note — it

else. From nine to five, Monday through Friday, it

was more like an orchestral score. The Artist Who

went CA CHUNK, CA CHUNK, CA CHUNK. Feed

Couldn’t Fail was tall and handsome, though if I may

it some raw material and out came . . . lamp shade

be allowed a minor criticism, his face looked like it

trimming. Even in 1973, I couldn’t remember the

was pulled back to his ears so that his eyes bulged

last time I saw a lamp shade with trimming.

out at the sides. Kind of like Amanda Seyfried, or a

As loud as the mechanical cacophony was, it

fish. As he was way too young (just a few years older

couldn’t compete with the human wails that also

than myself at the time) to have had an actual face

came from the third floor. The vacuum of the fourth

lift, I assumed that was his natural face — handsome,

floor did little to soften the screams of the two

in a fishy kind of way.
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As I had never seen his penis, I was not in envy of

the glory of whose nakedness I once basked while

it, but I was of everything else associated with The

she blithely did the dishes. I had dropped by one

Artist. Let’s start with the loft: sixteen-foot ceilings,

day to see The Artist for one mundane reason or

one hundred and twenty feet long. The Artist

another, and there she was. And there I was, caught

engaged in a common practice: leasing a floor

between mad desire and inhibition. Those were

and subletting part of it. Since the sublet tenant

the days before a woman’s pubic area became a

often paid the rent for the entire floor, The Artist

landscaping site. I can still see those honey brown

probably lived rent free and maybe made a bit of

ringlets, beckoning like the Sirens to Homer’s sailors.

extra spending money. I didn’t begrudge him. As

What really sent me over the edge to cross-

subletters ourselves, Lara and I had an inverse (or

eyed jealousy was that The Artist had gone to Yale.

was it a converse?) arrangement with Ms. Sheets.

Specifically, he had gotten an M.F.A. from the Yale

If I envied the scale of his loft, I envied the scale

School of Art. I had applied to Yale, only to be

of his work even more: ten-by-twenty-foot paintings

informed that I needn’t start packing my muffler

that made Jackson Pollock’s mural-sized efforts look

for the cold New Haven winters. Consequently, I

small. The paintings were dramatic and physical.

have a hard-on for anything Yale. In the same way

Gallons of acrylic paint were poured to create whorls

that one no longer speaks of AIDS as being the

and eddies that suggested waves crashing onto

death sentence it once was, an M.F.A. from Yale

rocks. (Interestingly, The Artist considered himself

is no longer the sure lock on a successful New

a color field painter, but he had come late to the

York art career. But it was in the early ‘70s. Yale

game. Everything moves fast in the art world. By

maintained an impressive network of connections

1973, color field painting was considered decorative

for its graduates. Doors opened for them that

fluff. Younger artists were jumping on the minimalist

remained closed to others. They got shows. They

bandwagon.) The paintings appeared even more

got grants. They got teaching jobs. Hence, my

compelling because they were set off by a relatively

reference to the second-floor tenant as The Artist

spare space. Unlike many loft dwellers in Soho who

Who Couldn’t Fail. So when The Artist did not

seemed to be in a contest for an interior design award,

ascend to art stardom, I was puzzled. After a couple

The Artist’s loft was devoted almost exclusively to

of lackluster shows, he left New York. Curious as

studio functions. The tiny exposed kitchen and a

to what became of him, I did a Google search,

novel semi-cylindrical bathroom hardly intruded. He

which turned up a press release of the results of

slept on a futon that he rolled up when not in use.

a local Florida art contest held in early 2013. An

Two items in particular were subjects of my envy:

accompanying photo of the winners shows The

his McIntosh amplifier and his stunning girlfriend, in

Artist, now with long white hair, surrounded by
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middle-aged ladies in ugly sweaters. He had been

tourist trap whose proprietors disgustingly put

awarded an honorable mention.

actual plated meals outdoors on small tables. I also
frequented a lumberyard a few doors up from us.

I ’m not prone to sentimentality, but I feel a short trip

Having a lumberyard so close was a godsend for

down memory lane, or rather down the Broadway of

an artist and loft dweller. It later became a parking

1973, deserves a few words. Ben Raymond Fabrics

garage that in turn gave way to a building designed

and Trimmings occupied the street-level space

by Italian architect Aldo Rossi to house Scholastic,

directly below The Artist. Dry goods and notions

the behemoth education company responsible

stores were a common sight along Main Streets of

for Captain Underpants. Perhaps the most jarring

long ago. Raymond sold ribbons and lace as well

before/after juxtaposition was the mom and pop

as silk used to make saris. Years after Raymond had

stationer on the northeast corner of Prince and

decamped to parts unknown (the space is now a deli-

Broadway where I went to buy pens, pads, index

café), I encountered in our building’s lobby groups of

cards, and typewriter ribbons. More a stage set

elegant Indian ladies in traditional garb looking for
the store. So integral was Ben Raymond to their way
of life that many were on the verge of tears when I
informed them I had no idea where he went.
Down the block was an establishment obsessed
with one notion, so to speak. It made Raymond’s
selection of goods look like a Sears Roebuck catalog.
I’m not sure it was so much quaint as it was weird. It
sold buttons. Five thousand square feet of buttons.
I never bought anything from Ben Raymond or
from the button store, long since closed, though
the latter for me was a comforting presence,
handy to have around in case I indulged in a night
of mutual bodice ripping. I did eat at the Eagle
Diner, located at the northwest corner of Spring
and Broadway. The food was ordinary, but the
interior was a jewel of art deco design that all but
begged for landmark status. Alas, it was torn down
and replaced by another food establishment, a
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depicting a Victorian accounting firm than store, it

While not the oldest bar in the city (Fraunces

is now the Armani Exchange, a euro-brat bazaar

Tavern, opened in 1762, is the consensus candidate

that sells hundred-dollar hoodies.

for that distinction), Fanelli’s is nevertheless very old.
Liquor licenses dating back to 1877 hang in the back

Lara and I settled into our loft. There was a bit of

dining room. They were issued to Nicholas Gerdes,

roughing it. Because we had a commercial lease,

whose name is etched in the transom above the

we had commercial heat — nine to five, Monday

front door. Mike Fanelli bought the place in 1922

through Friday. The stunning rate at which lofts

during Prohibition and renamed it after himself; yes,

get cold is a thermal enigma. Winter weekends

it was a speakeasy.

often found us overclothed, hopping around, and
downing brandy in front of an open electric oven.

Tired and hungry from work one day, Lara and I
happened upon Fanelli’s Café, which then served

In 1970, Life ran a five-page pictorial in the March

almost no food after lunchtime and closed around

27 issue titled “Living Big in a Loft.” The piece

seven, as soon as the blue collar clientele finished

showcased renovated spaces that quickly became a

their last beers before heading home. Sitting down

new paradigm for urban living with their high ceilings,

at a table with a white linen tablecloth (as opposed

track lighting, open kitchens, and, what became

to the red-and-white-checkered oilcloths that cover

something of a Soho fetish, polished hardwood

the tables today), we were approached by Alfred,

floors. That same year, The New York Times, Time,

the waiter. “What do you have to eat?” Alfred talked

New York Magazine, and The New Yorker piled on,

slowly. “I can make yuz a ham and cheese sandwich.”

extolling Soho’s virtues, notwithstanding the fact

“Sounds good.” Alfred lumbered over to an ancient

that loft living was still illegal; the area was zoned

refrigerator that stood in front of the service bar.

for manufacturing, and tenants lived in dread of

He took out four slices of white bread, two slices

building inspections that could lead to eviction. In

of ham, and two slices of processed cheese, and

1971 loft residency was legalized. By 1973 the area

proceeded to assemble our dinner. Alfred, we were

was landmarked and the neighborhood even had

told later, had a steel plate in his head.

its own newspaper, the Soho Weekly News.

Watching the action was a small, thin man in a

Still, compared to what it became, Soho in 1973

white shirt and apron standing near the end of the

was fairly desolate. There were not many options

bar. He had very black dyed hair — Shinola hair it

for food and drink. There was the scruffy Kenn &

was joked. He seemed fixated on Lara. He came

Bob’s Broome Street Bar and the far trendier Spring

over to introduce himself. He was Mike Fanelli.

Street Bar. Both opened in 1972. And then there

He bore an uncanny resemblance to Ruth Bader-

was, and is, Fanelli’s.

Ginsburg and was as old then as she is now.
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moved to Soho. The blue collars drove trucks
and forklifts, ran freight elevators, schlepped.
They came in all flavors but had one thing in
common — they were huge. Fanelli’s appeased
their appetites with hearty fare. For lunch, large
trays of hot food were set on top of the service
bar. A tall guy and a short guy, both in kitchen
whites, filled orders. They were rumored to be
lovers. If they were gay, they were wisely discreet.
No public displays of affection allowed back then.
But Mike Fanelli was the center of this particular
Fanelli’s was certainly convenient, but who had
time to while away weekdays at a nearby café?

universe. He could be accommodating; he cashed
checks of workers and artists and provided those who

Lara and I soon did. In October 1973, OPEC

asked (I didn’t) with bar tabs. But when the occasion

imposed a total embargo upon the United

arose, he could be a son-of-a-bitch. There was a

States in retaliation for aiding Israel during the

crazy Irish painter named Brian Henderson who lived

Yom Kippur War. Oil prices quadrupled. The city,

in the neighborhood courtesy of our government’s

already on shaky economic ground, felt the full

generous grants. Brian, who had Larry Fine hair and

brunt of the ensuing recession. Lara and I were

a thick brogue, called Mike a wop, and Mike got a

laid off in early 1974.

lead pipe from behind the bar and chased Brian

Our unemployment checks went a long way at

down Mercer Street. In his youth, Mike had been

Fanelli’s where we soon found ourselves spending

a boxer, most likely in the bantam weight division,

considerable time. Draught beer was available for

though I never learned if he went pro. Posters of

fifty cents, albeit in very small glasses. The preferred

boxing champions still adorn the café. My favorite

beer was Rolling Rock, in long neck bottles. Mike’s

is the one of Kid Gavilan. With its socko impact, it’s

two sons, George and Raymond, took care of the bar.

pop art before pop art. I call it Sweet Dreams Baby,

George, who had a Jay Leno jaw, said little. Raymond

after a Roy Lichtenstein painting with that title.

was a complainer. “Did you hear that guy (meaning

Mike was in his eighties, but that didn’t stop him

Mike)? Did you hear that guy? He calls me kid. Kid!

from courting Lara. I was an encumbrance, and he

I’m sixty-five years old, and he still calls me kid!”

probably called me a bum behind my back as he did

At Fanelli’s, I’d say the ratio of working class

all the artists who drank at the bar. I was dragged

patrons to artists was five to one when we first

along for dinner at a Chinese restaurant across the
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street from what was then the Americana hotel. Mike

soon after. Also retired were the fifty-cent beer

had a fist full of five-dollar bills that he distributed

and the two lunch guys behind the service bar. The

to each of the white tuxedo-jacketed waiters he

underutilized kitchen came to life for lunch and

encountered, and there were many, scurrying

dinner. Fanelli’s was staying open later and later

about with plates covered with silver domes. After

to accommodate the influx of media generated

our excellent meal, we cabbed it to his apartment

customers. The refrigerator was junked to make

across from the Waldorf Astoria. Mike showed Lara

room for more tables. And to service those tables

a closet full of his dead wife’s clothes that seemed to

were attractive young waitresses. Unemployed

date from the Truman administration. Mike wanted

Lara was to be one of them. That had been Mike’s

Lara to take something. Lara picked out a hat with

plan all along.

a little veil. Then Mike sang a love song in a thin
warble. Mike was no Sinatra, who was to Fanelli’s

Given that the city and country were in the

Café what George Washington was to Fraunce’s

kind of economic doldrums not seen since the

Tavern. According to Mike, Old Blue Eyes had been

Great Depression, it’s astonishing how vibrant

a Fanelli’s patron. It was all quite excruciating.

the business climate was in Soho in the mid ‘70s.

Before long George and Raymond hung up their

According to the Art Gallery Guide, a publication

bar towels, and Alfred joined them in retirement

in which galleries paid to be listed, there were three
galleries in Soho in 1970, more than forty in 1973,
and more than seventy in 1976. New restaurants
opened, followed by boutiques. On Prince Street,
in what is now a sandwich shop, a handsome, curlyhaired Italian named Giorgio DeLuca opened a
small cheese store.
By 1974 old timers were already complaining
about the tourists. “Mink Saturdays,” was one
derisive observation. They were about to complain
even more. The cover story of the May 20, 1974
issue of New York Magazine was, “Soho, The Most
Exciting Place to Live in the City.” The twentyseven-page piece on Soho activated the salivary
glands of those desperate for diversion — those of
bridge and tunnel provenance and uptown singles
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looking for new hookup bars. The message was

Many of those who settled in Soho prior to the

clear — Soho is fun and easy to get to.

1971 legalization were Woodstock people, hippies.

The

New

Yorker

is

They may not have gone to the concert, but they

middlebrow, then New York Magazine is nobrow.

shared that generation’s values. Theirs were not the

Its appeal is to the terminally indecisive. New York

fashionable lofts shown in the magazines. Hippie

Magazine tells its readers what doctor to consult

artists were casual folks. So long as they had running

and what lawyer to hire (in the yearly “Best Doctors/

water and working toilets they were happy campers.

Lawyers” issues), what to buy (in the “Best Bets”

Come to think of it, they were campers, their lofts

column), and how to diet, exercise, dress, have a

the equivalent of big tents. Walls were created by

relationship, end a relationship, and otherwise exist.

throwing a large (batik?) sheet on a clothes line.

Now it was weighing in on Soho: color photos of

Electrical power came courtesy of yards of tangled

renovated lofts, restaurant reviews, even a pullout

extension cords occasionally plugged into the

street map listing galleries, bars, shops, etc. New

landlord’s current somewhere in the hallway and

York Magazine had published a piece on Soho as

justified as “liberating capitalist juice.” These tenants

early as 1970 — ironically, about the area being

were a fireman’s nightmare and a major cause for

imperiled by commercialism — but this special issue

the push for stricter building code enforcement.

If

intellectuals

think

was like the finger of God pointing south, assuming
God resided in Central Park.

In stark contrast to the hippie artist was a new
breed of artist, the careerist. All successful artists are

To be fair, New York Magazine was only reporting

opportunists of one sort or another; Velazquez was

the status quo. The rampant tourism that resulted

a notorious social climber, and Picasso shamelessly

from galleries, restaurants, and boutiques begetting

stole ideas from other painters. The art market

even more galleries, restaurants, and boutiques

of the late twentieth century imposed demands

cannot be blamed on a single issue of a magazine.

upon artists unknown to previous generations.

The old timers could complain, but nothing short

Mostly this was a simple Economics 101 problem of

of a twenty-six block sink hole could have stopped

supply and demand; a seemingly unlimited supply

Soho from morphing from an art Mecca into the

of artists minted each year by art schools versus a

shopping/tourist Shangri-la it is today.

limited number of art dealers who were portals to
an even more limited number of collectors. Think

Who were these people, these artists? Articles

pigeons and crumbs. To reduce the odds, the

about Soho never addressed that question. Artists

artist honed multiple skills, played multiple roles.

as a group were treated as an undifferentiated

A successful artist was simultaneously politician,

mass. But there were differences among them.

spy, military tactician, marketer, accountant, abject
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ass-kisser, and occasional dirty trickster. Like a

showing his art with Bellamy and became famous.

seasoned quarterback, the artist scanned the

Kawara scoured Little Italy for hit men. Numerous

field for an opening, and if she found one, acted

Broadway musicals are based on this theme.
I don’t know whether this story is true, although I

unapologetically.
An oft told tale has it that the conceptual artist

heard it multiple times from multiple sources. True or

On Kawara was waiting in front of his building one

false, it accurately reflects the mindset of the careerist

morning for a dealer, Dick Bellamy, who was making

artist of the ‘70s: calculating, cagey, paranoid.

a studio visit. Few lofts had buzzers or intercoms; the

Lofts were part of the competitive calculus. Lofts

practice was for the visitor to yell, and somebody

made impressions. The media created an image of

would throw a sock with a key in it out the window.

what a loft should look like so artists, aware of the

Tenants were admonished to KEEP DOORS LOCKED

expectations of prospective dealers and collectors,

AT ALL TIMES. Kawara didn’t want Bellamy to suffer

outfitted their spaces accordingly. Some attempted

the indignity of having to yell, and he certainly didn’t

to create a distillate of Soho loftness; whiter, lighter,

want a scenario where every artist in the building

more open, though even the most anal retentive

poked their heads out and, upon seeing an art

knew there was a limit to how far that reductive

dealer down below, pelted him with their house keys.

ideal — an empty white enclosure — could be taken.

Getting a dealer over to a studio is half the battle, and

Then there was the loft floor. By turns irritating and

Kawara wanted to leave nothing to chance. Before

comic, the loft floor became a neurotic obsession for

Bellamy showed up, Robert Morris, another artist

many Soho artists. It was a mark of social status and

who lived in the building, came back from breakfast

often a finer measure of artistic commitment than

and asked Kawara why he was standing in front of

the paintings or sculptures created in the studio. If

the building. Kawara mumbled something. And that

people could judge you by the shoes you wore, they

was all it took. The pathologically competitive Morris

could judge you by the floor you walked on.

sensed evasiveness. He nonchalantly went into the

But not every artist was Bob Vila. Refinishing

building. Several minutes later Bellamy showed up.

a

Artist and dealer went in and started to climb the

intimidating for floor finishing virgins. Art bars in

stairs to Kawara’s loft.

the ‘70s became support group centers. Sawdust-

twenty-five-hundred-square-foot

floor

was

You probably know how this story turns out.

coated laborers looked like bakers. Endless

Morris pounced. He intercepted Bellamy and sweet-

discussions ensued about belt sanders, sand

talked him into going to his studio — “just for a

grit, whether or not to use a sealer coat, brands

sec.” Kawara, royally pissed, went back to his loft to

of polyurethane, bubbling, settling, and staining.

await Bellamy, who never showed up. Morris began

Hierarchies of taste and social position were
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established. The semigloss types looked down

decline — these are the phases through which Soho

upon the highgloss types; the satin types looked

as an art center respectively passed in the ‘60s,

down upon the semigloss types. Or were the satin

‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s. Historical transitions are rarely

types mousey wimps? Grades and species of oak

sudden; to cite specifically where the ‘60s ended

were spoken of in terms oenophiles reserve for

and the ‘70s began in American history is a fool’s

rare wines. Didn’t anyone want to talk about art?

game. Unusual, then, was the whiplash shift from the

Really, Soho was never about art; it was about a
lifestyle, an attitude. You live in Soho? Wow!
Thanks to the media, Soho’s “wow” or “hipness”

‘70s to the ‘80s as the country, seemingly overnight,
went from Carter’s dismal Baptist sermonizing to
Reagan’s beaming Irish reassurance. The shift in

factor was stratospheric in the ‘70s and ‘80s. Along

the art world was just as abrupt. Joseph Masheck

with the smug satisfaction Soho inhabitants derived

had been the editor of Artforum since March 1977.

from living in the center of the universe came a

An art historian and scholar of frightening intellect,

dollop of moral superiority. Soho loft dwellers had

Masheck was eclectic in the articles he selected

the ultimate New York City luxury — space, but

(disclosure: he published two of mine), though he

that space, as if by papal decree, had to be open;

gravitated to essays about sober iconic abstraction

dispensations allowed only for bathrooms. Implicit

(Mondrian, Malevich, Newman, etc.). Masheck was

in loft living was a critique of apartment living, and

the last editor to work under publisher Charles

by extension, the ideology of compartmentalization.

Cowles, who owned the magazine since 1965.

Wealthy inhabitants of Park Avenue co-ops might

Cowles sold Artforum in early 1980, and the new

boast about the number of bedrooms, bathrooms,

publisher installed Ingrid Sischy as editor. Sischy,

and maids’ rooms at their disposal, but who knows

who had been editor of Andy Warhol’s Interview

what evil lurks in little rooms? N othing could be hidden

Magazine, promptly reoriented Artforum toward

in the Soho loft for there was no place to hide it. Loft

celebrity and fashion. (She currently writes for

openness could be viewed as the urban counterpart

Vanity Fair, where she won the 2013 Fashion Scoop

to the western plains. Soho’s predestination echoed

Award for an article she wrote on dress designer

Manifest Destiny, which presupposed God’s will.

John Galliano.) Under Sischy and her successors,

It’s ironic how, in the twentieth century, nineteenth-

the periodical grew fatter and fatter, though

century western settlement boomeranged back to

the pages devoted to content remained about

lower Manhattan in a discrete number of buildings

the same. Big bucks were spent on lavish gallery

built at approximately the same time. The term used

adverts that seemed to gather up like late autumn

was Urban Pioneering.

leaves. Cynical observers thought the magazine

Archaic,

classic,

Hellenic

and

irrevocable

should have been called Adforum.
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In the new art world hierarchy, a dealer/collector

cleaner, persisted until she got what she wanted — a

duopoly wielded the power and marginalized the

piece of the precious ground floor space at 420

artist and critic. No one had more of a hand in

West Broadway. That floor was occupied by

changing the art world’s power structure than the

Hague Art Deliveries, which along with Castelli

art dealer Mary Boone, as potent a symbol of the

and Emmerich, formed the cooperative that had

times as Ingrid Sischy. How that was accomplished

bought the building. The owners of Hague appear

can be seen by following her development as a

to have been begrudging in the amount of space

Soho art dealer.

they were willing to give up, for the gallery that

Art galleries don’t just happen; they are planned.

emerged was like a doll house in scale. (But it was in

Mary Boone had been a secretary working at

proportion to the diminutive renter — 5 feet 1 inch,

the Bykert Gallery on the Upper East Side when

105 pounds). Small galleries have their advantages,

director Klaus Kertess decided to close shop in

intimacy for one. They can be made to feel like

November 1976. (The whispered explanation was

living room surrogates. The iconoclastic art dealer

that Kertess’ psychiatrist suggested he write a novel

Mitchell Algus ran two itty-bitty spaces for years

instead of running a gallery, which purportedly was

and did exceptionally well. Moreover, a small space

making him insane.) Boone thought of working at

need not be restricted to showing small art; with

another gallery, so she talked to the prominent art

requisite finesse, large work can be accommodated

dealer Robert Miller, but she rejected his low ball

handsomely. But Boone’s structural design choices

salary offer — thirty thousand a year. Regardless of

were very strange, to say the least. One would

any action in pursuit of a clerical position, Boone’s

never mistake her gallery as an extension of one’s

decision to open a gallery seems to have been a

living room, unless one’s living room was in a bank’s

foregone conclusion because I was aware of it prior

safe deposit section.

to the closing of Bykert. Almost all the elements

The exhibition space was designed as a

were in place. Boone had a solid relationship with

horseshoe surrounding an oblong “office,” so

the collectors she had worked with at Bykert, some

that one was able to get back far enough to

of whom could be tapped for backing, and a ready

properly view the art only if one were standing

artist roster consisting largely of Bykert orphans,

at the longitudinal ends of the gallery. The side

those artists left high and dry when the gallery

corridors, the shanks of the shoe, were useless

closed. All she needed was space.

for exhibiting anything bigger than Elizabethan

Though I wasn’t privy to the negotiations, I

miniatures, a no-no for a gallery committed to

imagine Boone, like the Kirby salesman who refuses

showing contemporary art. Boone’s decision to

to leave until he has demonstrated his vacuum

devote so much space to her office at the expense
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of viewing area was intentional. As if to emphasize
the new power paradigm, her design conveyed
the message that the business she conducted in
the inner sanctum was of primary importance; the
art was a necessary afterthought.
In April 1982, Boone was on the cover of New York
Magazine with the caption, “The New Queen of the
Art Scene.” How she managed that public relations
coup is anybody’s guess, but it was thought at the
time that mega-collector and ad mogul Charles
Saatchi engineered it. Charles and his brother
Maurice were at the apex of their power as principals
of their eponymous advertising agency. Saatchi was
accused of trying to manipulate the contemporary
art market to his advantage by lending the Tate
nine works by the New York artist Julian Schnabel.

At Fanelli’s, a blue collar bar that had attracted blue

Get the paintings in your private collection on to

collar artists, patrons were dazed. In the ‘70s a vague

the public walls of the Tate and, so the logic goes,

sense of hope permeated the place, a sense that it

their value will shoot up. Put them into the auction

was only a matter of time before a gallery would

rooms as soon as possible afterwards and you may

pick you up and you could toss the work boots and

well make a killing. Alternatively, get prime media

tool belts. But in the ‘80s the atmosphere was toxic.

coverage for Schnabel’s dealer, Mary Boone, and

Artists teetered between self-pity and crippling

accomplish the same thing.

envy as they drifted into alcohol infused wistfulness.

The Boone/Saatchi duopoly served as a template

In lieu of conversation they played sound loops

for other dealer/collector relationships. There

touting past successes. “Remember when I . . . ”

is only one purpose for the duopoly and that is

Chuck Close recently called Fanelli’s a loser’s bar.

to manipulate the art market. Of course, there

But the ‘80s were not about failure. Down in

won’t be court ordered wire taps or subpoenas

Tribeca at the Odeon, a former cafeteria transformed

for incriminating emails between dealers and

into an art deco oasis, the artists, dealers, and

collectors. It’s all kosher. The multibillion dollar

collectors drank Crystal and ate steak frites. The

art market is unregulated. It’s the last bastion of

males wore Armani suits, the females wore designer

unfettered capitalism.

shoes and both were indistinguishable from the
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M&A people sitting at the other tables. “I’m taking

disastrous art auctions in the spring of 1990. At

the Concord to Paris tomorrow.” “That collector

Sotheby’s, a Julian Schnabel painting failed to get

from Frankfort came by the gallery. He bought your

a single bid. After a brief silence, the audience

next edition of prints. Better get to work (elbow

broke into derisive laughter and applause. The

in ribs).” “Christopher Walken wants to meet you.”

fall auctions fared no better. Small galleries that

“MoMA has it on reserve. I didn’t tell you?” “There’s

had over expanded began to fold. Mary Boone

Stephanie Seymour, I gotta say hello.” Down to the

was rumored to be bankrupt. The knives were out.

restroom to do blow or get blown. To the cabbie:

Retribution was sought by those slighted during

“Can you break a hundred?” Oh, yes.
The ‘80s in Soho were like a Baz Luhrman
movie — frenetic, loud, and glossy. At Stephan Stux’s

the decade. If this had been revolutionary France,
Schnabel’s and Boone’s heads would have been
put up on spikes.

galley there was a free full bar. Openings were so
crowded it felt like one’s lungs were about to collapse.

The death of Soho as an art center came after a

Giorgio DeLuca teamed up with marketing genius

long period of attrition. Galleries gamely tried to

Joel Dean to open a grand emporium across the

hold on, but it was hopeless. Leases expired and

street in what is now a Club Monaco. The displays of

rents doubled, tripled, quadrupled. Real estate

dead fowl and game for Thanksgiving and Christmas

owners do not run charitable organizations, and

looked like something out of a seventeenth-century

they discovered, to the delight of their greedy little

Dutch still life painting. A restaurant that opened

hearts, that luxury goods companies would pay

at 140 Wooster Street won the award for obtuse

absurd amounts to be in “Soho.” The suits at Louis

management for flouting a New Yorker’s God given

Vuitton or Chanel didn’t care if the stores made

right; to drink at the bar required a dinner reservation.

money — they could be loss leaders. So what if the

Galleries multiplied like tenth graders with calculators;

clutch purses sitting on shelves at the Spring Street

by 1988 there were over 250. Everyone with a trust

outlet gather dust?

fund seemed to open one, regardless of whether

Soho galleries that didn’t fold moved to Chelsea.

they could tell a Rembrandt from a rutabaga. Jerry

The smart dealers bought their spaces. They would

Joseph, who had a frame shop in Soho, opened

never be at the mercy of the real estate market again.

Jerry’s, a hip restaurant in what was formerly a greasy

Chelsea thrived. Inexplicably, the Great Recession

spoon. It quickly became known as the place for

made nary a dent. There are probably a third more

“power” lunches. Now it’s a Michael Kors outlet.
An S&L crisis, a falling dollar, and a Japanese
stock market crash – these events contributed to
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galleries in Chelsea now than there were in Soho
at its height. I can count the number of legitimate
galleries still in Soho on one hand.
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Barring a 9/11 event that wipes out lower

the art crowd) dissipated long ago. That’s fine by

Manhattan, we can assume Soho will exist much in

me. I’m sixty-five years old. The only hipness I have

its present form for at least a few more generations,

to care about is the hip I might have to replace. ●

a claim that cannot be made about neighborhoods
anywhere else in New York City. New York University
is intent upon building high rises in Greenwich
Village, asserting a dubious need to expand. If
NYU gets its way, the Village will be ruined. Donald
Trump has already built his “Soho” hotel, west of
Sixth Avenue, in an area which is not, I repeat, not
Soho. Erected to a scale commensurate with his
ego, it dwarfs adjacent buildings. Thanks to the
Landmarks’ Commission, Trump’s vanity project
could never have been built within the confines of
Soho itself.
The artists and galleries are gone, replaced by
people of means and stores. And they will be gone
too. True, artists made Soho famous in its present
iteration. But Soho never belonged to artists, any
more than it belonged earlier to manufacturers or
belongs to the wealthy now.
I’m supposed to be nostalgic about the days
when I could walk down a street and see only those
I knew, when I could fall out of bed and go to an art
opening. And I am. That I now live in a shopping
mall is no cause to jump for joy, even if it is housed
in architectural gems. But even I need to buy shoes
once in a while. Better to have stores than crack
houses. Given a choice of living anywhere else in
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New York, I’d still pick Soho. Its attributes outweigh
the negatives (did I mention I’m throwing distance
from Balthazar Bakery?). True, its hipness factor (for
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Hadass Shereshevsky was born and educated in Israel and
continues to live and teach there. Her photography has been
exhibited all around the world and has earned her many
awards and honors. This series, Children of Delight, is deeply
personal and rich in power and grace.
People differ in their reactions to suffering. Some turn
suffering into hostility — towards themselves and towards
others. Some turn suffering into love: love of life, love of people.
And some repress and deny the suffering. The creative artist
turns suffering into art works, observing the human experience
through the cracks of his soul — revealing it to others. In this
work the artist’s strength is shown in the ability to painfully
carry these contradictions without resolving them.
~ Micha Ankori, Forces from the Dark

These photographs document the will to rise from the depths of rupture to a point of repair, a state
of completeness toward which we ever strive.
I felt privileged, though at the same time obligated, to undergo the complex and wonderful
process of reaching for this completeness, having emerged from the depths of despair. These
photographs are of residents in the “Benei Simcha” home for cerebral palsy victims where my
daughter, Michal — may she rest in peace, spent a number of years.
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“Benei Simcha”

During my frequent visits to the home, I attempted to preserve on film the unique moments and
situations experienced by the residents. Despite the many difficulties the patients confronted, it
became clear to me that they were absorbing a wealth of humaneness and warmth from their
caretakers and instructors. I attempted to use my camera to document the pain as well as the
delight evident in these flowering relationships.
I followed the various therapeutic processes that the children underwent — in movement, in
touch, in physical acts, and in developing their sensations and perceptions — all directed at light
and in conjunction with light. I sensed within the patients an abundance of internal happiness and
joy that was in total contrast to their physical limitations and the harsh reality of their lives.
As a mother of one of the children, I was deeply affected by all I saw and felt — as was my family.
Using my most eloquent means of expressions, I was impelled to show something of my journey
from a state of rupture to one of repair.
There is no good, except through evil . . . and therefore the
perfection of all is the combination of good and evil.
~ Mishnat HaZohar 1: 366
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on

W oodward

There was a quality about these paintings that hit you hard, something that was just so, what was the
word, come on, he knew the word . . . something so domestic. Yes, that was it. These scenes were from a
time before modern problems, crime, riots, insolvencies. Before the infrastructure we know today. And
before squad cars or fire trucks or sanitation crews riding in trucks. Still, Gus felt he knew scenes kind
of like these, didn’t he, in their general sense if not in their particulars.

A

t the end of a dim hallway on a lower floor of

They were all aware of the dangers of being

the museum, a doorknob turned, the door

here. But of the four young men, only Gus had

it was attached to swished outward, and four

reservations about this adventure. For the others,

young men in leather jackets moved stealthily

it was a welcome diversion, preferable by far to

inside. Malik, Gus, R.E., and Twan looked around

playing pool, watching football, or getting high

in the dimness for a couple of minutes, allowing

in the basement of someone’s parents’ house or

their eyes to adjust before setting off furtively

in an abandoned building in a part of the Detroit

across the polished marble floor of the long

ghetto that looked bombed out. Gus had a little

hallway toward the front of the building. Every

sister and brother to feed, and he didn’t care to

so often they paused to listen, but save for their

think about what would happen to them if he

own motion, the paintings and statues appeared

went to jail. Nonetheless, what Gus felt now had

to exist in a state of perfect stillness and quiet.

little to do with his family’s or his own welfare

When they reached the hallway running along

and everything to do with the fact that Malik

the front of the building, they began to probe

was on parole and could be such a goddamn

the depths of the two intersecting corridors, not

son of a bitch toward others. In Gus’s mind,

afraid, but intensely alert.

Malik was a guy who, if he were in a lifeboat

“Haywood could get in a whole lot of trouble for

with room for one more and there were two

this,” said Twan, referring to the guard who, on

guys floundering in the water, would let them

his last day on the job, had discreetly unlocked

both drown to assure himself plenty of leg room.

the door through which they’d come and disabled

At the same time, Malik was crafty about money,

the motion sensors. Twan was carrying an empty

and that was why they were here tonight. Money

green gym bag whose twin handles had a Velcro

was the thing that nobody else in their world,

clasp.

besides Malik, could make or manage with any

“Well, what the hell are they gonna do, fire him?”
Malik retorted.

acumen or foresight. Hence, Gus had banished
his reservations and agreed to come along. But

“No, but I’m sure he’d go to jail,” Twan rejoined.

now, as he looked back down the dim corridor

“Probably a step up for him,” said Malik.

along which they’d crept, part of him wanted to
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that Gus had seen on TV, yet looked different,
alien. He was unsure how the people in these
paintings would sound if you talked to them. But
he imagined their talk would be kind of formal,
like characters on the PBS station he occasionally
flipped past, and they wouldn’t ever curse.
Now Malik led the way into a wide room
with florid paintings facing each other across
spotless wooden panels on which the impact of
feet, however tentative, produced sharp echoes
in the dim spaces all around. When Gus and
R.E. tried to tiptoe, to walk as they would in a
hangar full of slumbering Marines, Malik laughed.
Nobody was around and the motion detectors
were disabled. The party moved through this
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Doge’s Palace, 1881.

room and into another impressive and similarly
adorned chamber before making a right into yet

bolt, dash back out there into the November air

another big room and toward the center of the

and hug his black leather jacket while sprinting

museum. They paused inside this room, taking in

all the way back to the squalid room where his

the treasures mounted on the walls. Then Twan

brother and sister shared a mattress or crashed

handed the bag to R.E., set off in search of a

out in the dingy, grimy, chipping bathtub on

men’s room, and ended up ascending another

nights when shots tore through the walls.

level.

After an exchange of whispers, the party agreed

Gus marveled at the figures in some of the

on the need to go up at least one level to find

paintings. A number of the women in these

what they were after. They moved up a flight of

pictures were nude, yet they did not appear

stairs and emerged from the stairwell at another

overtly sexual. They had big bodies and seemed

intersection of dimly lit halls. On this level, there

entirely unselfconscious about aspects of their

were paintings hanging from the walls, not the

figures that would deny them a spot in today’s

kind you can cart around on foot, but big framed

skin mags. They seemed to have settled into

rectangular scenes of white people in leafy, rural

figures that were natural for them, and if they

places that looked kind of like parts of America

cared a whit how others might interpret their
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looks, you couldn’t tell from their faces. On the
other hand, Gus had to admit, some of these
white people were svelte. The women were in
ponds or lakes, and in a few cases you couldn’t
see any background at all, just a lady pulling on
or off a slip or a dress. People lounged on elegant
terraces or walked to and fro on the banks of a
river. In other paintings, people stood in lush
gardens, appreciative of but not overwhelmed
by the curving and leaning masses of green
around them, or walked down paths in settings
far removed from any city. They chatted with a
gardener or milled around on a pier of some kind
in a setting so lush you might think any talk or
action by people was quite beside the point. The
Delray, Detroit, 2010.

point was to stand there and exist. Renoir was the
name Gus read in the captions for a few of the
paintings. In the other rooms, he spied the name

along a country footpath in summer. Malik and

Rembrandt.

R.E. were smirking behind his back, but he

On the floor above, Twan ambled down a hall,

didn’t care. Another painting captured a woman

turned, started down another hall, realized there

standing nude in brilliant light, or perhaps she

was no restroom down this way, whirled, and

was ambling through a patch of grass that just

walked back the way he’d come. Then he saw

reached her privates; it was impossible to tell for

another hall perpendicular to this one on the far

the bottom left of the canvas was a frenetic blur.

side of the hall he’d entered from. He navigated a

The young woman’s look was sweetly innocent,

course through the dimness, wishing his footfalls

and Gus could not help gaping at the fullness

were quieter, though he told himself it didn’t

of her breasts, almost perfect in their roundness.

matter.

As if reading Gus’s mind, Malik snickered, “You’d

Now Gus gazed at one of the paintings, a
rendering of a pair of women in some kind of
lush and sprawling garden. He turned his gaze
to another showing several women walking

love to get your lips ‘round those titties and suck,
wouldn’t you?”
“Fuck you,” said Gus.
Slowly but certainly, Gus was beginning to make
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associations. He did not know what country was

and pieces of grass lodged in the channels and

the setting of the scenes he was witnessing, but

grooves of feet’s tender undersides. Roughly

he could not help thinking that the painters

thirty yards behind the crumbling rear of the

of some of these works spoke to a way of life

house, vines and shrubs overwhelmed stumps

experienced by people of all races and classes

of concrete and piles of brick where there had

and religions. There was a quality about these

been a patio of sorts years ago, and vines crept

paintings that hit you hard, something that was

outward from the looming branches and stalks.

just so, what was the word, come on, he knew the

The organic structures rose and converged into

word . . . something so domestic. Yes, that was

a mass of gnarled green and brown that denied

it. These scenes were from a time before modern

passage to the sun’s rays. A low sighing came

problems, crime, riots, insolvencies. Before the

through the trees. In the yard, it was neither

infrastructure we know today. And before squad

light nor dark, but shadows were present and

cars or fire trucks or sanitation crews riding in

they advanced toward the remains of the house

trucks. Still, Gus felt he knew scenes kind of like

in the waning day. In those hours when Gus sat

these . . . in their general sense if not in their

there, on the skeleton of a grimy rusting deck

particulars.

chair, clutching a bottle of beer, hardly anything

As Malik and R.E. smirked, Gus recalled a

disturbed him except for a gust of wind, a

place where he liked to pass his afternoons. It

mangy cat limping by while holding aloft a paw

was not a nice place. By some accounts Gus

in which the toenails had grown into the pads,

had read, the city’s obligations to its pensioners

or, on one occasion, a girl with matted hair who

had made it divert money that otherwise would

strode barefoot over the grounds in defiance

have gone toward everyday services, like

of the shards and rocks and addressed him as

fighting fires and collecting trash. But people

Angus when making her offer.

did not know just how bad things were. Gus

Upstairs, Twan had grown quite frustrated

thought of a yard behind a decrepit mass of

until at last in the dimness he spied signs with

bricks with a rusting sheet of corrugated tin at

universal male and female images, and he knew

the top. The structure of the house had lost its

which way to turn. He’d lost his trepidation

integrity years ago. It was rapidly crumbling and

in his growing feeling that aside from his

collapsing. Bricks littered the rancid dirt and

three friends, these halls and rooms were as

grass behind the building, amid bottles and

abandoned, starkly vacant, as anyplace in the

cans and wrappers, in a space where anyone

universe.

who walked barefoot would end up with cuts
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no, ain’t no way where I live is anything like

another arrangement, particularly now that

these paintings. Ain’t no way —

Detroit’s pensioners, by some estimates he’d

Twan imagined the rooms all around him to

read, were going to have to eat about ninety

be vacant, but he was wrong. In an office down

percent of the city’s walloping losses. But Harry

the hall, a fifty-one-year-old guard named Harry

loved his dad, and he had to try. For the past

Budzynski sat at a desk staring at characters

couple of nights, he had sat hunched over the

on the screen of a Dell computer. Harry was a

computer in the office set aside for the guards’

member of a poor Hamtramck family pummeled

use. Though Harry spent most of his time in the

by the city’s financial woes, particularly by its

museum standing at the entrances to rooms

problems paying retirees’ benefits. The city had

and instructing visitors to use pencils rather than

managed to meet this obligation, more or less,

pens when they wrote or attempted likenesses

by diverting some of the funds set aside for

of the paintings, he passed enough time in the

basic things like police departments, firehouses,

office to become familiar with a few of the other

garbage crews, and even water and electricity in

guards, such as Walt, Rick, Danny, and Haywood,

certain of the most barren and neglected areas.

who had finished his last shift at the museum

Many people in the city now didn’t even bother

a few hours ago. Even if Harry hadn’t been so

to call the police when something horrible

busy with his research, he wouldn’t have cared

happened because they knew they would have

enough to find out why they let Haywood go. It

to wait for an hour for the cops to arrive, and

was probably repeated lateness or something.

then they would just write stuff in a notebook

Well, Haywood had shown Harry how to turn off

and leave.

motion sensors, so he was good for something,

As for Harry, he had a father with Parkinson’s

in Harry’s view.

who needed 24/7 care, and the makeshift

Now, as Harry did his research with quiet

arrangement at home wasn’t working. The

intensity, he heard an odd noise. The office was

private aide Harry’s family hired was irresponsible

not far from one of the broad, curving stone

and unreliable and wasn’t available for the old

stairways, and the noise came to him almost like

man more than fifty or so hours a week. Harry

a stirring in the upper reaches of a silo. Harry

was in the midst of desperate online research

reached into a drawer of the desk at which he sat,

into how he could go about setting up a

withdrew the Glock 32 pistol he started carrying

Medicare trust for his father, with a couple of

after a mugging two years before, and got up,

Medicaid-appointed helpers minding the old

straining his ears. The heights and depths of

man. Harry thought it was impossible to make

the vast place beckoned to him. The silence felt
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gaping at the paintings that some dumb crackers
who’d been dead for centuries had made.
“Just you hold on for a second there, fella,” said
a voice behind Twan’s back. At that moment, one
of the overhead lights in the hallway flickered on.
Twan rotated his body, slowly, so as not to excite
anyone, until he was gazing at a plump middleaged white man in the type of uniform he’d seen
Haywood wear on occasion. The man appeared
to be breathing with difficulty, but was pointing a
Glock 32 at Twan’s chest. When the man gave a
series of orders to the intruder, his voice rose as
if he were struggling to assert his authority and
barely edging out the terror in his own head. Twan
nodded earnestly to indicate he had no intention
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Garden Scene in Brittany, 1886.

of disobeying the guard.
Because Malik and R.E. had managed to contain

really weird. He was getting old, and he couldn’t

their laughter, they were just able to catch faint

tackle a four-year-old. But investigate he must.

noises from upstairs, like the sounds of a white

Gus whirled around the room below looking

man giving orders to someone. They looked

at the paintings, ignoring the snickers of his pals,

at each other. They looked at Gus, now frozen

thinking that something made the places he knew,

with a deadly serious look, his contemplation

the trash-strewn yards and the barren lots, different

arrested like a jerk-off session in a foxhole when

from the scenes depicted here, and it wasn’t just

a whistle announces the commencement of an

the bottles and wrappers and butts. A quality of

assault. At a signal from Malik, they moved into

these scenes got under his skin. Something —

formation behind him, and the three began to

Upstairs, Twan was glad the others hadn’t seen

creep noiselessly across the wood floor, out of

him get so anxious, like a little kid when he’d

the room, right toward the short stairwell. Malik

had trouble finding the men’s room. He started

moved so lithely and quietly that each part of

toward the door in the dimness.

his physique seemed autonomous, able to act

Downstairs, Malik and R.E. were almost rolling

and fall silent, act and fall silent. As they neared

on the floor at the sight of Gus turning around,

the top of the stairwell, Malik’s left hand lifted
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his black leather jacket up toward his shoulders,
and his right hand fluttered onto the handle of a
.357 Smith & Wesson Magnum with a strip of duct
tape holding together the checkered, honeyhued grip. Moments later, they emerged from
the stairwell into a scene that evoked, for them,
the Rodney King beating and the Trayvon Martin
killing all at once. The white guard was standing
over their prone friend and pressing a heel on
Twan’s shoulder while demanding information.
You could see from Twan’s look that he was
terrified, and the heel was pressing, digging.
“Drop it, mothafucker!” Malik thundered as he
swept fearlessly across the floor toward the two.
Harry, who’d felt himself on the verge of a heart
attack for the past two minutes, was so startled he

Delray, Detroit, 2010.

dropped the Glock. Suddenly emboldened, Twan
pushed himself up, socked Harry in the gut with

Nobody else saw the point of a question to

a right hook, then shoved the middle-aged man

which the answer would be the same no matter

toward the wall so hard that Harry’s head slammed

what. It was like asking “Are you a cop?” But

into the stone. Harry keeled forward, moaning,

Malik wanted an answer, and the barrel of the

just barely able to prop himself off the ground

Magnum was long and wide. Gasping, wheezing,

with hands that were already numb, unresponsive,

straining his eyes, Harry managed to shake his

like rubber appendages. He wheezed and tried

head. Again he expected a kick, but Malik’s

to draw breath. Malik kicked him hard in the face

demeanor appeared to ease ever so faintly. He

and he flopped onto his back and looked up at

picked up Harry’s gun, handed it to Gus, and

the bright light in the ceiling.

instructed him to watch the guard. Then Malik,

Malik stood above the guard, pointing the

Twan, and R.E. set off in search of a statue or

Magnum at his face. Harry thought Malik was

painting that might be worth a few million but

going to kick him again.

would not require a crane or a truck to take out

“Is there any other guard in this place,
mothafucker?” Malik demanded.

of here. The three of them entered the stairwell
and disappeared.
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Gus thought: this is such fucking bullshit. It

lying on a mattress in someone’s basement — it

would be corny if he tried to get in touch with

might have been Twan’s — taking drags from

the feelings of being captive and vice versa.

a Pall Mall. A few feet to his right was another

But Gus didn’t have to worry, because Harry

mattress. Who was on it? He thought it was a girl

was quite unable to talk at this point. He just

named Jasmine and a young man whose name

lay there, sputtering, coughing up blood and

he’d forgotten. A far more significant fact — it

phlegm, his sad desperate eyes pleading with

was Halloween and the city was on fire. Sirens

his captor not to shoot him. For the half hour that

screamed and the police moved to and fro, but

Gus was alone with Harry Budzynski, they did

there was a half-hearted feel to it all. You heard

not exchange more than a couple of sentences,

but the faintest echoes of all that down in the

once when Harry asked Gus not to point the gun

basement, where logs snapped and dissolved

at his face, and once when he begged Gus to

in a fireplace ten feet away and to the right of

pull him to the wall opposite the one he had

Gus’s feet. The flames jumped and danced and

gotten slammed into, and prop him into a sitting

briefly illuminated a boot, a belt, a torso, a lock

position. Pitying the crumpled heap of a once

of hair, the skin of a penis, the glistening barrel

proud, working-class American male, Gus put the

of a Colt or Magnum. Gus wanted to rotate

Glock aside and granted both requests. Then he

his head to the right until he had a full view of

picked up the Glock and rubbed the barrel with

what was happening on the other mattress, but

his left hand, studying the reflection from the

he didn’t want to alienate anyone. He wrestled

overhead light with interest. When Harry began

with his options until someone decided the

to murmur, Gus pointed the gun at his face and

issue for him. A boot collided with the head of

got the overweight white man to shut up. As he

the man going at it with Jasmine; it was Malik’s.

watched the immobilized man recoil, Gus felt a

The bastard strode right in, and now he towered

twinge of pleasure.

over the tangled lovers with tightly clenched

But during a part of tonight’s adventure

hands protruding from the sleeves of his black

that the others had already forgotten about,

jacket. With alacrity, the man on the mattress

something had begun to clamor for Gus’s

shifted and folded his body into a kneel and all

attention. They had talked briefly of Haywood.

but begged Malik not to blast him. There came

This did not prompt Gus to recall Haywood,

a pause while the standing man considered this

whom he’d met only once, but rather to recall

entreaty. Malik’s grin practically reached opposite

a scene that he didn’t think Twan and R.E. had

ends of the room in the seconds before another

any inkling of, as of yet. In this memory, Gus was

kick shattered the kneeling fellow’s jaw and sent
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him scurrying, in something between a hop and

that crumpled form. But now, in terror, Harry’s

a crawl, through the passage at the end of the

eyes rotated up and to the right, toward the

room opposite Gus.

tall form of the gangster who leered and

The scene had lain there, one of the jagged

seethed at him. Malik did not waste a second.

shards of memory on the dusty floor of Gus’s

He kicked Harry in the face and then, in that

mind, until tonight. At last he was beginning to

moment when screaming signals overrode the

make connections. With a bit of effort he recalled

guard’s nervous system and particles of water

the name of the man whom Malik had driven

joined at the base of each eye, followed up

from the basement; it was Bobby. And now he

with blows to the temple and gut. R.E. and

recalled another night, perhaps four months after

Twan laughed, gently set the gym bag on the

the incident, when he’d spied Haywood sitting

spotless floor, and moved over to positions on

in the dimly lit bar in Corktown, talking with a

either side of Harry. Spit began to fly as blows

man who looked kind of like Bobby. With further

started to rain down from three directions,

effort, Gus recalled Haywood on a couple of

tearing Harry’s clothes and skin and drawing

occasions venting about a fat, white sonofabitch

cries akin to those Gus had heard once from

he had to deal with at work and realized that in

a pusher whom Malik had enlisted to help

all likelihood, the quivering, bleeding mass Gus

move crack on the street and whom Malik had

now stood over was the object of Haywood’s

then caught skimming from the proceeds. But

loathing. Which meant —

to Gus these cries sounded infinitely more

“Man, ain’t you finished with that mothafucker?”

desperate, more hopeless than when Malik

came a voice from the top of the stairwell. Malik,

had beaten that poor bastard in a trash-filled

Twan, and R.E. emerged into the hallway. Twan

lot behind a house.

and R.E. each held a handle of the gym bag that

Yes, Gus thought as he recalled the earlier

had the tops of a few canvases and the upper

beating, that lot was a scene all right, a filthy,

reaches of a bust poking out of it.

garbage-filled, run-down, messed-up domestic

“Malik, I think somebody wanted us to run into
this —”

scene. Not unlike certain others.
“Pleeaasse stop! Uuuuggghhhhh!!!” Harry

“Shut your mouth, chump,” said Malik as he

moaned. Malik laughed and delivered a kick

swept past the others toward the prone body of

that knocked out a couple of the guard’s front

the guard.

teeth. R.E. kicked the guard’s left shins to

At last Harry’s breathing had evened a bit,

bloody ribbons. Now Twan unzipped his pants,

and his body began to straighten out from

whipped it out, and began pissing on the guard.
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But now the guard’s voice became feebler and
trailed off.
“Please, please, please. Ain’t he polite?” Malik
gloated.
The three obligingly stepped up their beating.
Harry tried to say something, spat blood, rolled
his eyes toward the ceiling.
No. Oh, no. Gus decided that, in fact, the
people in the paintings were like people here
in this city, with the critical difference being
that the painters’ subjects did not depend on
government services to make things a certain
way. The settings way out in the country, many
miles from anywhere, were clean and agreeable
because the people who lived there kept them
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Near the Lake, c. 1880.

that way, out of pride, just perhaps, out of a
conscious or subconscious sense of duty that

Gus shut out Harry’s wails as his thoughts

did not depend on having crews, or “vital

reverted, abruptly, uncontrollably, to the scenes

services,” making the rounds. Yes, that was it.

of white people in lush verdant settings, white

And some people today had dared to think the

people chatting or strolling or bathing in the

memory, the images of such times and places

subtlest light, which made their pale hues glow,

worth preserving. With some effort, Gus could

and he couldn’t piece things together and figure

imagine himself standing in clean air, breathing

out why he experienced a stab of anger and felt

deeply, exulting, basking in soft light.

so upset. Was it because those people were so
much richer than he’d ever be?

Now Gus called to Malik, who spun around.
Without warning, Gus raised the Glock and fired.

“Pleeaasse! Please stop it. Pl —”

The gun practically bolted out of his hand as the

The guard spat bloody pulp while groping for

roar reverberated through the polished halls all

something with his right hand. Malik stomped on

around. R.E. and Twan froze, gaping. He thought

the hand, again and again and again, as if it were

they would try to recover the Glock, but neither of

a tiny rat that wouldn’t die.

them moved toward where it lay on the floor. R.E.

“Pleeaasse...”
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and Twan bolted for the stairwell. Gus retrieved

Break-in on Woodward

the Glock and tried to shoot Twan in the ass but
missed. Within seconds they were gone, the bag
full of looted art already forgotten. Gus turned
back to where Malik stood with a hand at his neck
to stop the blood from spurting. At the last splitsecond, Malik had turned so that the bullet had
shaved off a big chunk of tissue on the left side
of his esophagus and passed down to the nether
reaches of the hall. Now, with hate in his eyes,
Malik stared at Gus for a few seconds before his
knees began to buckle.
Harry Budzynski was alive. He moaned, spat
blood. When the paramedics came, they had a
temporary dilemma about whether he was worth
trying to save, but they acted professionally and
spirited him off to Detroit Medical Center where,
contrary to expectations, he proved his toughness

Fisher Body Plant, Detroit, 2009.

and resilience and eventually made a partial

around the city with crowds who were in awe of

recovery. He would never quite walk straight

Harry and his savior. But their heroism and the

again and would require injections of Ketorolac

promotion of it became a bit of an awkward topic

daily for years to come. It is hard to say whether

in the face of the decision taken by the city’s

he came out of it better than Gus who, though

financial planners seven weeks after the break-in.

able to cut a deal with prosecutors who wanted

To fend off the creditors of the bankrupt city and

him to testify against Twan and R.E., would be

begin to get it out of its fiscal hole, they decided

in trouble with associates of the gangsters he’d

to auction off a large number of the works in the

once considered his friends.

museum’s roughly two-billion-dollar collection.

Harry and Gus both enjoyed a spell of local and

Attention spans waned, and the organizers of

national fame as the duo who had thwarted the

the events showcasing Harry and Gus felt firmly

theft of their city’s artistic treasure. There were talk

that if they couldn’t sell more than fifty seats

show and radio appearances, carefully planned

per appearance, then the tours were a losing

tours, and occasional spontaneous encounters

proposition. ●
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Cheryl Rau
Photographer and Digital Artist

Cheryl Rau discovered her passion for photography in her forties when she purchased her first
SLR camera. She explored a wide range of subjects and genres, including landscape, architectural,
and documentary photography. In addition to shooting conventional images, she also began creating
abstract imagery. Her first two bodies of fine art work were Water Colors (reflections on water) and

Wind Dancing (flora blowing in the wind). Since 2010, Rau’s images have been selected for numerous
regional, national, and international juried exhibitions.
During the past two years, Rau’s work has continued to evolve beyond traditional photography. After
an unexpected medical diagnosis, she began to experiment with digital art forms — collage and painting.
While recovering from eye surgery and adapting to life with decreased vision, she was delighted to
discover new methods to continue creating visual art, which fueled a renewed commitment to her art
and provided an even deeper sense of satisfaction on a spiritual level. The images in this portfolio are
digital paintings from her Abstract Collection body of work created in 2014.
In addition to her visual art, Rau writes poetry and is working on her first novel. She has held
professional positions in marketing and communications, event management, and training. A graduate
of the photography program at the Salt Institute for Documentary Studies in Portland, Maine, she also
earned a bachelor of arts in journalism and communications from Point Park College in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Originally from Pennsylvania, Rau lived in the Washington, D. C. area for fifteen years prior
to relocating to the Maine coast.
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Abstract Collection

Tapestry, 2014.

I am a photographer, poet, and storyteller. I use my camera to paint with light and my pen to
paint with words. Photography allows me to communicate how I experience the world around me
in an instinctive rather than literal way. Key elements of my style are vibrant colors, distinctive
textures, and movement. Much of my work explores the ideas of impermanence, misperception,
and transformation.
All images in this portfolio are from a body of work titled “Abstract Collection” and were created
in 2014. Each image began with a conventional photograph, which I completely transformed with
technological effects, filters, and layers. As you may guess from the titles, I always listen to music
while I am working at the computer. The genre, tempo, and lyrics influence the movements of my
hands during the creative process. When I begin each piece, I have no clear idea of what the final
image will be. Yet when I finish each piece, I discover one obvious song title — from among the many
songs that I heard during the process — that captures the essence of the image for me.
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Hungry Heart, 2014.

Just What I Needed, 2014.
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Abstract Collection

Strawberry Fields Forever, 2014.

Come Together, 2014.
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Goodbye Yellow Brick Road, 2014.

Blue Bayou, 2014.
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Abstract Collection

Midnight at the Oasis, 2014.

What Lies Beneath, 2014.
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Landslide, 2014.

Rolling in the Deep, 2014.
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Abstract Collection

Anticipation, 2014.

Beautiful Day, 2014.
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F ilm N oir

Naomi Beth Wakan

H

e throws the door open
wide.

He

is

handsome

beyond words and has the face of a

dark angel. She is startled and rises
hesitantly from her chaise longue.
She is slender, platinum blond,
and gorgeous. Sparks should be
flying between them any moment
now as they rush into an embrace
in the center of the room. Instead,
he reaches into the pocket of his
belted trench coat while she opens
her beaded purse. Two shots ring
out at the same time, and they
come together in the center of the
floor, joined in a pool of blood. Such
was the way with the film genre
you might have watched in the late
forties and the fifties of the last
century and watched again more
recently on DVDs; the genre is
known as film noir.
Film noir characters all seemed
to be fleeing from something in
the past or something a little more
substantial in the present. What
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this was would often be revealed later in the film

being portrayed as a black-widow spider, and what

by way of flashbacks. In film noir, whatever the

she wanted wasn’t domesticity. Whether she was a

protagonists are fleeing from overcomes and

good example for what women should be, or not, she

defeats them in the end.

was bound to die in the end, having lured goodness

Film noir disobeyed everything that Hollywood

knows how many men to their deaths on the way.

represented — the chronological plot, the happy

Film noirs were often set at twilight or the early

family in the adorable house with a white picket

hours of the morning when God-fearing citizens

fence, the American dream. Film noir movies were

were abed. The weather was always rainy and

about the underbelly of the American dream.

images of endless shots of rain pouring down

They were about losers, no matter how beautiful

cobbled alleyways was the norm. The settings

the bodies involved. The censorship code at that

were sordid — greasy spoons, bars, dance halls.

time — the years stretching from the 1941 Maltese

When commentators speak of the setting of film

Falcon to the 1958 Touch of Evil — demanded that

noirs, they often use the term “the sad city” — an

evil not go unpunished, so some films had to have

uncaring, oppressive, and alienating place, making

extra scenes added to meet this requirement. That

the city itself into one of the depressing characters.

the innocent died with the guilty only made the

Odd angles showed up in film noirs, as if the

films extra noir. Another ruling of the Hollywood

photographer had had one too many. Shots were

code at that time was that a person couldn’t be

often taken from the ground up so that the character

shown in bed with anyone but their spouse. Not

and the ceiling appeared together. Shots were harsh

all film noirs were without a wish for redemption,

and angular and contrasted the sharp light, say from

however. One character in Walk Softly Stranger

a sordid restaurant, onto a darkened street — scenes

says, “I just want a nice house with a front lawn I

right out of Edward Hopper paintings. The lighting

can mow . . . without getting mowed down myself.”

expressed the psychology of the scene. World War

The elements of film noir were the flawed hero (the

II contributed much to the camera man’s art both in

cop gone wrong, the good man forced into doing

film quality and the camera’s technical capabilities,

evil) and almost always, the femme fatale, who would

and this showed. Film noirs were filled with moments

never be seen in a kitchen cooking nor nestling a baby,

when shadows from Venetian blinds are cast upon

but usually had a drink in one hand and a cigarette in

a body lying on the floor, or with images of the

the other, dropping either in order to draw a small

protagonist’s reflection seen in mirrors.

pistol if needed. In later feminist years, the female

Where did these sordid, wretched, but compelling

was viewed a bit more favorably, showing a strong

films come from? The writers for film noirs were of

woman who knew what she wanted, rather than

the Mickey Spillane, Dashiell Hammett, Raymond
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Chandler school, with the clipped dialogue of

declared the criminal justice system corrupt, the

Hemingway and a storyline carried forward by a

federal government oppressive, the daily office job

monotone voice-over. Their directors were men who

dull, and the family unit a thing of the past — marriage

had left the shambles of a Europe sinking under the

was not a happy ending in most of them.

Nazis or returned from the war with its horrors firmly

Detour was one of the great film noirs. Add to that

implanted in their psyches; with such a background,

your own favorite — The Maltese Falcon, The Third

the American dream seemed futile. Nicholas

Man, The Postman Always Rings Twice, Double

Christopher said it was “as if the war, and the social

Indemnity, Notorious, This Gun for Hire. And the

eruptions in its aftermath, unleashed demons that

stars of all this cynicism? Bogart and Bacall, Robert

had been bottled up in the national psyche.” Film noir

Mitchum, Orson Welles, Glen Ford, Richard Widmark,

came from the raw evolutionary survivalist behaviors

Veronica Lake, Jane Greer, Gloria Grahame, Ava

of male violence and female seductiveness, which,

Gardner, Barbara Stanwyck. And their characters

during the war, were often the reality. The hunger of

stayed with us long after the plot had been forgotten.

the masses and the greed of the manipulators of the

What is it with these miserable film noirs — as well

Great Depression also still hung around to add to all

as detective stories and true-life crime stories — that

this disenchantment. The quality of “courage,” which

compel reasonable, ordinary, and law-abiding

Hollywood had been promoting during the war,

citizens to watch and read them? It is said that we

became a myth after the war; the happy family was

are fascinated by what we fear, and it’s true the

an unreasonable goal. The anti-hero with isolation,

destruction of values and the general instability of all

anxiety, and a general feeling of futility; this was closer

we hold good pervade these genres and cause us

to the ex-GI’s frame of mind.

to shiver with the possibilities of our own lives being

Film noir was the opportunity for the loser to have

turned upside down by a wrongful accusation, by a

a mystique; driven to disaster by Fate, we admired

twist of fate. Like children screaming on a circus ride,

them while also fearing their raw energies. Film noir

film noirs push us to the edge of possibilities, and

was a human response to the chaos of life and the loss

teetering on the edge makes our return to our fairly

of all that one had once valued. As one character in

mundane daily lives with a bit of relief and acceptance.

Detour said, “Whichever way you turn, fate sticks out

As the film critic Roger Ebert said, film noir was

a foot to trip you.” Film noir was about disillusionment

“the most American film genre because no society

and, in a strange way, martyrdom; the flawed hero,

could have created a world so filled with doom,

the ordinary person plunged into extraordinary

fate, fear, and betrayal, unless it were essentially

circumstances. Even our favorite detectives only

naive and optimistic.” Only an optimistic people

achieved a partial victory most times. These films

could be that pessimistic. ●
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— mixed media ar tist —

www.jacquelineallison.com
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FINALE



How can I be substantial if I do not
cast a shadow? I must have a dark
side also if I am to be whole.
~ C. G. Jung

Anda Marcu, Shadows.
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